Liquid Powder for Continuous Casting: Facts and Figures of Industrial Applications
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ABSTRACT

The present paper provides an overview on design and development of a novel product, used as lubricant in the open casting process of steel. This new product is composed of a solid-liquid dispersion of specifically formulated continuous casting powder in highly customized synthetic oil and combines the performance advantages of casting powder with the easy handling properties of oil.

As usually experienced with traditional casting powders, the product has been tailored to customer conditions, such as steel grades, casting sections and speeds by adapting the solid part of the formulation.

Several benefits have been achieved by implementing different versions of this product; these benefits consist of a reduced sparkling phenomena, an improved lubrication and heat extraction and a reduced scale formation.

An overview of plant operations is described, considering major issues of handling and mold feeding of this new product.

1. INTRODUCTION

In continuous casting of steel, since the beginning of this technology oils of different nature have been employed as mold lubricants [1]. On top of other technological benefits, late use of mold flux resulted in a consistent increase of semis surface quality, which attained level of current benchmark of industrial applications. Nevertheless mold flux has seen implementation only in close casting technology while almost no advancement has been made on lubricants for open casting that is extensively used for billets casting.

This paper will illustrate results of a study concerning a new class of products which allows to extend use of casting powder to open casting, this new class of products is here named liquid powders for continuous casting.

Further, user friendly suitable pumping system has been developed and fully integrated with controls of casting machine.

2. ORIGIN OF THE PROJECT

By exploring new possibilities for mold flux tecnology application, different powders to be used in open casting have been formulated. Most important feature of these products is a very fast melting with little consumption of heat. It has been observed that use of such product leads to advantages in the final quality of the billets such as:

• a decrease in rombohedricity;
• a decrease of the scale formation;
• a reduction of corner cracks occurrence.

On the other hand a major holding point of using this type of powder is problematic mold feeding of powder itself resulting in erratic increase of NMI.

Due to promising results of concept application of specially formulated powders in open casting, it has been decided to overcome problem of mold feeding by mixing of these powders and in a specific liquid medium. Formulated product has
been tested reporting outstanding performance [2]. Since original idea attained further confirmation, more in depth studies have been implemented aiming to get definition of optimal product formulation in terms of stability and technological performance.

3. SELECTION OF LIQUID MEDIUM

Formulation of powder to be used in a liquid medium has been set up consistently with previous plant testing results [3]. Then the first step has been to select a suitable liquid medium in order to design a material with most suitable technological properties.

Different kinds of liquid media, essentially natural, mineral or synthetic oil, have been tested for the formulation of the product. Properties taken into account have been flash point, pour point, density and viscosity, considering following major criteria:

- Flash point should be as high as possible so that the liquid medium can work effectively as a carrier.
- Pour point should be as low as possible to avoid freezing of product in case of extreme environmental conditions.
- Both density and viscosity should be as high as possible, considering their influence on product stability.

A further key parameter taken into consideration in the choice of the liquid medium has been environmental compatibility in terms of biodegradability and non-toxicity of the combustion fumes produced during the casting process. Liquid media tested are depicted in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquid media</th>
<th>Flash Point (°C)</th>
<th>Pour point (°C)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Kinematic viscosity 40°C (cSt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polialkylbenzol</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0,86 - 0,88</td>
<td>20 - 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polialphaolephine #1</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polialphaolephine #2</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>0,870</td>
<td>84,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyceric ester of oleic acid #1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>0,930</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyceric ester of oleic acid #2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>0,950</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyceric ester of oleic acid #3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0,935</td>
<td>61,5 - 68,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyceric ester of fat acids #1</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>0,920</td>
<td>34,92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glyceric ester of fat acids #2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>0,925</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several laboratory tests have been performed to evaluate the characteristics of liquid media and related liquid medium-powder mixtures. As a conclusion a pool of selected liquid media have been found more suitable to the formulation of the mixture. In particular, the fluid #1 glyceric ester of oleic acid has been chosen for the formulation of the mixture to be used in industrial tests. In the following, terms as liquid medium and oil are used indifferently.

4. PROPERTIES OF THE MIXTURE

The oil-powder mixture should be formulated to comply with two main properties closely interwinded.

**Viscosity** must be low enough to ensure pumpability and at the same time high enough to ensure a low rate of Sedimentation.

**Viscosity**

In Table 1, reference is made to the kinematic viscosity of liquid medium, expressed in cStokes, since this figure is generally reported in technical data sheets of oils used in open casting. The relationship between dinamic viscosity and kinematic viscosity is given by the following equation:

\[
\eta = \frac{\mu}{d} \tag{1}
\]
where \( \eta \) (Stokes) is cinemative viscosity, \( \mu \) (dPa*s) is dinamic viscosity and \( d \) (g/cm\(^3\)) is density [3].

Several measurements of viscosity of mixture and liquid media were performed. Experimental apparatus and extensive results have been previously reported [3].

These measurements pointed out that oil-powder mixture behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid with a marked tendency to shear-thinning viscosity, i.e. dispersion viscosity decreases with increasing shear-rate.

Moreover it has been observed that viscosity of oil-powder mixture depends on several factors such as viscosity of the oil, addition of certain additives, and the amount of powder in the mixture, see as an example data depicted in Fig 1.

\[
\eta_r = \frac{\eta}{\eta_0}
\]  

(2)

where \( \eta \) (Stokes) is the kinematic viscosity of the mixture, \( \eta_r \) is the relative viscosity and \( \eta_0 \) (Stokes) is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid in which solid is dispersed. Mass fraction is defined as

\[
x = \frac{m_s}{m_{tot}}
\]  

(3)

where \( x \) is the mass fraction, \( m_s \) (kg) is the mass of solid in the dispersion and \( m_{tot} \) (kg) is the total mass of the dispersion. The data in figure 1 reported to relative viscosity lie on a single curve as depicted in Fig 2.
Sedimentation

Dispersions undergo sedimentation due to various parameters. For very dilute suspensions consisting of non-interacting particles the sedimentation speed, $v_0$ (m/s), is expressed by equation 4.

$$v_0 = \frac{2 R^2 \Delta \rho g}{\eta}$$

(4)

where $R$ (m) is the radius of the particles, $\Delta \rho$ (kg/m$^3$) is the difference in density between particles and medium, $g$ (m/s$^2$) is the acceleration of gravity, and $\eta$ (m$^2$/s) is the kinematic viscosity of the dispersion [4]. In case of concentrated suspensions the equation becomes more complex comprising effects of volume fraction of dispersed solid. Nevertheless, from a qualitative point of view, equation 4 indicates that the viscosity of the mixture and the density difference between the components are two main factors which must be taken into account in the formulation of an adequately stable dispersion.

If selection of proper liquid medium, as previously shown is affecting both viscosity and density, standard technological approach to stabilize liquid-solid dispersions is use of additives. Data reported in Fig 3 show variation of the demixing over time by addition of different additives. Among the additives improving the stability of the dispersion those named B and C lead to a significant decrease of sedimentation rate due to a marked effect of thickening.
In conclusion, extensive lab research has been performed to select most suitable components of oil-powder mixture for optimal technological properties.

5. LIQUID POWDER: HOW IT WORKS

Best definition of this material is offered by its name: it is a powder, in this case a casting powder, with characteristics of a liquid. More precisely this product is working as a liquid slag of a casting powder pumped at room temperature into the mold. This is possible due to the fact that solid component of this solid-liquid dispersion of conveniently formulated casting powder in synthetic oil, is melting very rapidly at the expenses of heat produced by burning-off of liquid medium. This feature is perfectly matching normal operations of continuous casting of long products in open steel stream, where thermal insulation of liquid steel bath is not an issue. The advantage resides in the fact that a liquid powder is not a compromise like oil, which is burning in contact with liquid steel. Liquid powder actually provides a liquid slag with all known properties of commercial casting powder for continuous casting in close steel stream. Change introduced by such a product in present technology is by any perspective a radical one.

As depicted in simple scheme of Figure 4, the liquid powder is feed through a head especially designed to fit specific mold size and shape.

![Figure 4: scheme of liquid powder functioning in mold.](image)

Consistently, mold flange structure can be extremely simplified, being of no need usual internal channelling and gap to distribute lubricant on all faces of the mold. Indeed, the liquid powder in contact with liquid steel is spreading across the entire surface laying entirely close to meniscus area. This effect is a result of pressure produce by first impact wave of steel stream which push slag toward mold wall and some specific characteristics of slag. In particular, slag surface tension and viscosity have to be carefully balance to endow proper wettability and spreadability, avoiding potential slag entrapment. It has been observed as a general consequence that feeding rate fixed below a critical limit does not give any interference with liquid steel stream, dumping possible slag entrapment.

It’s easy now to explain one of first phenomenon observed when liquid powder is used which is strong reduction of pyroclastic activity or sparkling, event normally dangerous for operators and tedious at the same time, requiring frequent cleaning of mold exposed surface particularly in flange gap area.

See Figure 5.
In spite of all important advantages above described, nothing is comparable with tremendous improvement of general casting process quality due to infiltration of liquid slag into gap between strand shell and mold wall, when the liquid powder starts working as a standard casting powder used for continuous casting in close steel stream.

In comparison with normal natural or synthetic oil used in open steel stream, liquid powder is surely adding effective lubrication and more important control capability of heat transfer between strand e mold wall, resulting in mild homogenous cooling and in a significant increase of effective length of the mold. Consequence of this situation is a large tide of noteworthy effects such as strong rombohedricity reduction, considerable drop in scale formation and major increase of casting speed.

6. USE OF THE LIQUID POWDER IN EXISTING CONTINUOUS CASTER SET-UP

Pumping system

Most important issue for practical application of a liquid powder has been selection of a suitable pumping system in terms of reliability, working life and cost. During this development stage at least a dozen of pumps, different for pumping mechanism and materials, worked simultaneously under intensive load 24 hours a day for weeks on a lab testing bench.

These experiments allow identification of two systems with different purposes: one to be used for preliminary trials, when metering accuracy is essential in defining most suitable feeding parameters singular from case to case, and one for industrial applications, when reliability and robustness play key role.

In particular robustness has been extremely challenging due to the fact that the liquid powder carries exceptional erosion capability and conventional bodies do not fit. Advance polymeric materials have proved to be the solution to this problem resulting in a pumping system with a working life of thousands hours. As depicted in Figure 6, where red marks represent families of pumping systems, suitable working life of $10^3$ hours has been reach after intensive of testing accounting for more than 30 pumps completely destroyed during experiments.
Flow through cylindrical pipes

Then, selected pumping system had to be appropriately sized matching characteristics of pipes required in transferring
the liquid powder from a reservoir vessel to a casting mold. Therefore, piping and pumping systems have to be designed
based on knowledge of head pressure requirement for a given transfer duty. Clearly, the scope is to maintain stable flow
of the liquid powder to a mold.

Limiting present discussion to a fluid laminar flow regime, it can be shown that in Newtonian fluids Hagen-Poiseuille
equation becomes:

\[ Q = \frac{\pi D^4}{128 \eta L} \Delta P \]  \hspace{1cm} Eq. 2

Where \( \eta \) is fluid kinematic viscosity, \( D \) and \( L \) are respectively diameter and length of pipe and \( \Delta P \) is pressure
requirement. Equation, Eq.2, in case of a non-Newtonian fluid assume a specific form which is corrected by a function of
parameters of relative constitutive equation or rheological model and \( \tau_W \), defined as shear stress at pipe wall. In the case
of liquid powder which is a Bingham fluid as discussed above, Eq.2 becomes [7]:

\[ Q = \frac{\pi D^4}{128 \eta p L} \Delta P \left( 1 - \frac{4}{3} \phi + \frac{2}{3} \phi^3 \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} Eq. 3

Where \( \phi = \tau_0/\tau_W \).

Equation, Eq.3, effectively establish pressure requirement for a given transfer duty in case of a Bingham fluid, thus for a
liquid powder sample. This equation can be usefully re-written in a dimensionless form when some particular
dimensionless numbers are defined. Among these numbers, Heldström number, \( He \) (see Eq.4), has been successfully
used to evaluate deviation from Newtonian behaviour of liquid powders.

\[ He = \frac{p D^2 \tau_0}{\eta \phi} \]  \hspace{1cm} Eq. 4

Where \( \rho \) is fluid density. Lower is the value of Heldström number smaller the deviation from Newtonian behaviour.
Considering Eq.4, one can now easily understand powerfulness of model analysis provided with Bingham fitting of shear
stress measurement at low shear rates as discussed above and represented in Figure 3. In particular, for the liquid powder
sample whose measurements are given and interpolated in this figure, Heldström number results \( He = 1.22E-4 \),
suggesting that this fluid does not deviate significantly from Newtonian behaviour.
Final setup for plant use
The outcome of this extensive effort dispensed in all development steps has been the possibility to provide a potential end user with suitable liquid powder and feeding system at the lowest interference with existing continuous caster set-up, in order to facilitate industrial scale tests or definitive installation and usage.

In particular, a final pumping system is presently constituted by a group of pumps, one for each strand, with all necessary piping and vessel reservoirs. A single pump is controlled by inverter and the system itself is regulated by a PLC for eventual full automatic mode, working on a feed-back cycle based on actual strand casting speed. User-friendly interface is given with large touch screen for control room operations and simple up-down gauges for platform operators. All relevant readings are provided by the system. Certified emergency stop are implemented for each feeding line.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Exploring new possibilities for mold flux tecnology application has been the input to create a new class of products which combines the advantages oil and mold flux. Studies have been conducted to find the best components for optimal technological characteristic of finished product. Once selected the most suitable formulation, many industrial trials have been performed with following major results:

- Sparkling phenomena reduction.
- Longer cleaning cicle of the mold and of the exposed parts of the casting machine.
- Safety increase for operators.
- Strong rombohedrality reduction.
- Significant reduction in scale formation.
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